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 An unexpectedly wet and dreary day, as the forecast was for good weather all during the week only 
to turn to showers overnight.  This would be the beginning of a traditional match play round robin, pitting 
Phil and Pete against Ray and Matt.  Ray and Matt started with tee shots in the fairway while Pete was to 
the right and Phil to the left.  But Phil saved his team with a gorgeous approach shot after having to chip 
back to the fairway, stopping three or four feet from the cup and saving his par.  That tied the hole when 
Matt could not birdie from the fringe and Ray missed from ten feet.  Ray hit the only good tee shot on 
eleven, drawing nicely from right to left and stopping just off the front.  From there, Ray chipped to four feet 
and made his par putt, the only three on the hole, giving his team a one hole lead.  Matt and Phil were 
short on twelve, Ray and Pete longer.  Both Phil and Pete found the green with their approaches, while 
Matt was off the front and Ray through the green.  Matt made a good chip and was conceded his par, 
matched by Ray’s chip and putt, and after both Pete and Phil narrowly missed their birdie putts and made 
fours, the hole was halved.  Everyone in the fairway on thirteen, nobody on the green in regulation.  Four 
good chips, close enough for good looks at pars, but nobody could make the putt and Phil’s net four won 
the hole and brought the match back to even.  Phil and Matt hit the better drives on fourteen, but everyone 
eventually found trouble with Matt going into the lateral hazard on the right.  Everyone was hitting four to 
the green with a chance to save par.  Ray missed the green, chipped and made a four footer for bogey.  
This gave Matt a free putt from the fringe, and although he clearly thought he had missed the putt with a 
quick exclamation of “It’s not even close”, the putt continued to roll down the slope and eventually found 
the low side of the cup for par to win the hole.  Matt missed right on fifteen but Ray hit a beautiful shot to 
within ten feet.  Pete’s tee shot hit the front and got a “Noodle” roll onto the green and toward the cup.  
Pete putted first and nailed his birdie putt dead center, and after Ray missed on the high side, Pete and 
Phil won the hole and squared the match again.  Ray, Phil and Pete all hit approach shots short of the 
sixteenth green and even though Ray mishit his first chip, his second chip and a good putt gave him a 
bogey, enough to tie the hole after neither Phil nor Pete could get up and down.  Pete and Matt were both 
in the woods on seventeen, requiring them to play back to the fairway for their approach shots.  Phil and 
Ray were both around the cart signs.  Phil hit a good chip to twelve feet but Ray made up for his mistake 
on sixteen with a spectacular chip to eighteen inches, par conceded.  Neither Pete nor Phil could make 
their putts, Pete hitting his very hard and bouncing off the right rear of the cup but not dropping and Ray 
had given his team a one hole lead going to eighteen.  Ray followed with a good drive on eighteen, 
followed by a good drive under pressure by Pete who’s team needed to win the hole to tie the match.  Pete 
pulled his approach and Ray hit his true to eight feet and after Pete could not chip in from the edge the 
match was over, pars halving the eighteenth and Ray and Matt winning the day….one up.     
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 



 


